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Is it all a load of rubbish?  
REC YCLING 

FAC TS 

Articles such as this will raise 

awareness, whilst those who 

follow our Facebook page will 

see the innovative recycling 

ideas that we post.  

The onus is on the customer to 

keep their bins free of            

contaminants, and we will work 

along side you as long as       

possible to ensure that we do 

everything we can to assist you, 

however, on going contamina-

tion will result in bins being 

converted to general waste rates.  

The above is a question that we 

get asked frequently...and one of 

the things we take most         

seriously as a waste recycling 

company. The implications of 

contaminated bins not only cost 

customers more in charges, but 

causes severe problems with the 

end users when we deliver our 

material to them. Multiple      

incidents of contamination will 

get us rejected and banned from 

tipping sites which will not only 

mean higher prices for our          

customers, but will be a         

negative impact upon the      

environment.  

 

Above are examples of wood 

loads from January. As you can 

you see, the bins are               

contaminated—we couldn't take 

this to our wood recyclers as it 

would have been rejected so we 

bring it back to our yard to be 

sorted with the general waste. 

Sorting these dedicated bins 

adds cost and manpower—we 

put dedicated bins into sites so 

we can lower costs for           

customers and recycle as much 

as possible.   

 

So what can be done? As a   

company, we need to   educate 

customers as much as possible 

to ensure they know what can go 

into their containers and provide  

      them with feasible options. 

 

 

With the Chinese government 

clamping down on those who 

export abroad from the UK due to 

contaminates, more and more 

paper is being rejected from UK 

mills—as they can afford to be 

more selective on the loads that 

they accept.  

 

So how will this impact the UK? 

If there are no export outlets for 

cardboard, where will our       

cardboard as a nation end up? The 

UK currently have the   option of 

European markets. However,  

Europe is not as big of a player as 

China currently is, so rebates 

would go down for customers 

who receive them, and for those 

who pay for collections, they 

would have to see an increase in 

price. 

  

General Waste  
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Segregated Waste Containers Available  
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TLM will always work 

with you to get the 

most out of your      

recycling and waste 

management needs 

According to research, 

one fifth of all waste 

produced in the UK is 

paper and cardboard. 

Around 2/3 of paper is 

recycled.   

 

People aren't recycling 

anywhere near as much 

as they could. Because 

of this, rainforests are 

being cut down at 100 

acres a minute.  

 

It takes 70% less energy 

to recycle paper as    

opposed to making it 

from raw materials.  

 

If everyone in the UK 

recycled 10% more   

paper, we could save 

around 5 million trees a 

year. 

 

Trees absorb carbon  

dioxide whilst they 

grow, so burning wood 

for energy is considered 

‘carbon neutral’. 
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�Roll on/offs  20-40yards 

 

�Skips 4yard—16yard 

 

�Front end loader’s 

 

�Trade waste collections  

    with dedicated rounds       

    for cardboard/paper/ 

    glass/general waste 

 

�Arctic Collections (with   

   MOFFETT if required)  

 

�Secure Waste  Removal 

 

�Asbestos Removal 

 

�Office Paper collections 

 

�All types of scrap metal  

  

�Confidential Shredding  

 

�Flatbed/Box lorry  

     Collections 

TLM        

SERVICES 

Did you know TLM  

offers all of the     

following services? So is separating 

waste at source 

worth the effort?  

Absolutely. 

As a company, TLM sell to UK 

paper mills. We are incredibly 

vigilant on what we send down 

to them, to make sure that we 

don’t get rejected, and so we 

can pay the best prices possible 

to our customers. 

 

Its not just the paper and       

cardboard markets that are 

clamping down. Our wood goes 

to companies that use the      

material to burn for energy for 

housing. Over the summer, the 

need for wood becomes less and 

less, and recycling outlets that 

we use can be a lot more       

selective on the grades that they 

receive from suppliers such as 

ourselves.  

Waste Stream Acceptable  
Material/s 

NOT Accepted in the container/s 

General Waste Mixed general 

waste 

Hazardous Waste 

Asbestos 

Fridges/Freezers/White Goods 

Mattresses 

Tyres  

Cardboard All grades of    

cardboard 

Cardboard not to be contaminated with 

food 

Wood All types of wood 

excluding 

Railway sleepers 

Anything wood treated/covered in  

hazardous waste 

Newspaper and  

Magazines 

Newspapers  

Magazines  

Office paper 

Confidential waste papers 

Cardboard 

Folders i.e. leaver arch files/ring binders 

Plastic inserts  

Office Papers White Office Paper 

Coloured Paper 

White envelopes  

Ring binders/leaver arch files  

Plastic inserts/wallets 

Manila envelopes  

Cardboard  

Any general waste  

Glass All types of glass Plastic frames if it is window glass 

Any general waste  

What can go in my TLM waste bin?   

 

 

 

Again, if the material is        

contaminated, it gets rejected 

before we have even left the 

disposal sites gates. The lorry 

gets reloaded and we get a hefty 

surcharge for them doing so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not only does the environment 

benefit but your company could 

to—segregating materials on 

site could potentially save and 

in some cases earn you money!  

Its also good to be able to     

promote a ‘green’ status to your  

company—something which a 

lot of people are beginning to 

look at.  

 

Hopefully by understanding 

why we are so vigilant on    

keeping our waste contaminant 

free, you will work alongside to 

help us recycle as much       

material as possible.  

 

Below we have provided a 

handy guide to what can and 

can’t go in the segregated waste 

bins. Cut it out and stick it to 

the bin or somewhere your staff 

can see! For more information, 

give us a call on 01268 527773.  
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Meet The Team!  

...a Fitter... 

Meet the gents that literally 

keep the wheels turning 

some days! TLM have two 

fitters, one apprentice and 

are on the lookout for a    

permeant commercial tyre 

fitter to join our team to look 

after our fleet of vehicles.  

 

To the right we have Boris 

keeping a keen eye on the 

fitters from the warmth of 

the fitters van. Please read on 

to meet our unsung lorry      

saviours!  

 

So guys, what do you all do? 

Does one person have a    

specific job role or is it all 

hands on deck?  

Harry: Its all hands on deck! 

Danny does all the           

inspections and I do all the 

“technical bits”. Joe just 

does the basics and watches 

and learns!  

How long does it take to 

train to be a lorry fitter? 

What skills do you need? 

Danny: Its four years of full 

time training, and you need 

to train up to level three in 

HGV and goods. You need 

levels C and above in all 

your GCSE’s to get on the 

course.  

 

Why did you decide to fix 

HGV’s instead of being a car 

mechanic?  

H: Its more money! Lorries are 

more technical, but they are 

bigger and therefore easier to 

work on.  

D: There will always be        

lorries on the roads too,      

although there are lorries now 

that run on electrics and gas.  

 

If you wasn't doing this job 

role, what would your  chosen 

career path been? 

D: I wanted  to be a firefighter 

but I couldn't because of my 

asthma.  

H: A zookeeper!  

Drivers can be a odd bunch—

ever found anything weird in 

a lorry?  

D: Knuckles! (AKA Steve   

pictured below) 

H: I worked on a lorry at     

another firm and they had a 

cross gender driver…I worked 

on his lorry there was fake 

boobs in the cab! 

D: I’ve also found dogs in 

there when you’re not       

expecting it, and random jars 

of food. 

 

Its not a clean job being a 

lorry fitter—what’s the best 

part of the job? 

D: I like the people—I’ve met 

some good people. You have a 

laugh.  

H: Seeing the end product that 

you have worked on.  

A Day in the life of... 

Joe 

Fitters Apprentice 

3 months with TLM  

Danny  

Fitter 

Six months with TLM 

Harry 

Workshop Manager/Fitter 

1 year with TLM 
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Would you like to       

feature in our          

newsletter?! 

 
Raise awareness of your     

company in our quarterly 

newsletter:  

 

- Sent out to over 3000 

local companies 

 

- Sent out to around 30     

brokerage companies 

who cover hundreds of 

sites nationwide  

 

- Published on the TLM 

webpage and TLM      

Facebook page 

CALLING    

CUSTOMERS 

AND           

SUPPLIERS!   

Featured Supplier  
This month we have had       

suppliers snapping at our heels 

to be featured in our newsletter 

so please let us introduce,       

Goldcrest Oils Ltd, based in       

Benfleet, Essex.  

 

“Goldcrest Oil Ltd were             

established in 1981. We are a 

family owned company dealing 

in oils and lubricants with    

depots in Essex, the Midlands 

and North Wales.  

 

We have been working with 

TLM Management for over ten 

years, including when they 

were known as E & B waste.  

We are suppliers of quality oils, 

lubricants fuels and chemicals 

for all the industries including 

commercial, automotive, plant, 

agricultural, engineering,       

recycling and energy. Our     

products include engine oils, 

hydraulic oils, ad blue, greases, 

gas oil and heating oil.  

We cover a large part of the UK 

with our own transport, however 

we also work together with     

major distributors for some of 

the worlds largest companies 

and offer peace of mind for 

quality and service.  

All of our staff are friendly and 

professional. We are available 

Monday to Friday 8am to 5pm. 

We also have reps available for 

site visits.” 

 

To contact Goldcrest Oil Ltd, 

please ring 01268 751 222 or 

speak to Jess directly on 07990 

581809. 

Canine Corner 
We love a pup here in the office! Meet TLM’s four legged supporters! They say all pets look like their 

owners… we’ll let you decide!  

Name:  Floyd 

Owner:  Barry the  

 driver  

Likes:  Riding 

 around in   the 

 lorry! 

Name:  Dougie  

Owner:  Sarah in  

 accounts  

Likes:  Carrots,  

 cucumber and 

 apple. 

 

 

Name:  Boris 

Owner:  Harry the     

 Fitter  

Likes:   A snazzy  

 outfit 

Name:  Tara 

Owner:  Jordan in the  

 yard 

Likes:  Jordans nice 

 warm TLM 

 hat!  

“There's no such 

thing as bad         

publicity!”  

If so, contact  

jade@tlmmanagement.co.uk 
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Above: Yes, that is a rack of raw meat you 

can see laying on top of the debris!  

 

Q: I’m thinking about 

starting a company that 

recycles used and      

discarded chewing gum 

 

A: I just need help    

getting it off of the 

ground!  

 

 

Q: What do they do 

with the bikes at the 

end of the Tour de 

France? 

 

A: They recycle them!  

 

 

Q: I started my new job 

at the can recycling 

plant. I hate it.  

 

A: Its soda pressing!  

 

 

Q: Rubbish bags are 

something you buy to 

throw away. 

 

A: They seem        

waste-full to me!  

 

 

Q: Do you think bin 

men get training? 

 

A: Or do they pick it up 

as they go along? 

TLM Management News 
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Overloaded Skips and Containers 

Above: Spot the bins! Guess which customers didn’t read the message about contacting us if 

they wanted to be rebooked over the Festive Period…!  

RUBBISH 

JOKES 

Above skip:  Let us draw your eye to the writing 

that reads ‘level load’… 

 

Below: Needless to say we have set our number 

one salesman the task of offering the customer a 

cardboard container!  
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 News and Events 

We are open on the 

following bank     

holiday dates: 
 

19th April 

22nd April 

6th May 

27th May 

 

If you have a       

container emptied on 

one or more of these 

days and it will NOT 

be accessible to us, 

please ensure you 

email us or call us 

before hand to replan 

so you do not incur a 

wasted journey 

charge.  

 

Contact us on  

01268 527773 option 

2 for transport 

 

Or via email 

 

transport@              

tlmmanagement.co.uk 

 

Our site will remain 

open for tipping 

from 7am to 1pm. 

Please ensure you 

are on site within 

these times to avoid 

disappointment.  

THANK YOU! 
A huge thank you to everyone that partook in our 

charity day at the end of December. We had a 

huge raffle with plenty of alcohol and treats, a 

guess the Christmas jumper and mince pies and 

hot chocolate sales, and between all of our staff 

and our customers we raised a whopping £500!!! 

Staff Appointments  

Meet Tommy. Tommy joined 

us from an agency and works 

in the yard, sorting the rubbish 

and general yard maintenance 

duties.  

 

Joe is here as an apprentice for 

TLM’s fitters Harry and     

Danny. TLM service all their  

own vehicles in house at our 

yard in Basildon.   

Super middleweight boxer Danny Dignum ended 2018 with a 

big bang, winning his ninth professional fight—this  makes 

him 16th in the rankings in the whole of Britain!  

 

Well done Danny!  
 

Keep up with Danny via facebook @dannydignum  

REMINDERS 

AND DATES 

FOR YOUR 

DIARY 

Say hello to Gary. Gary is our 

new Transport Manager so he is 

in charge of our ladies in our 

transport office, drivers and     

vehicles which means he makes 

sure the wheels are turning!   
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“I would like to start by welcoming you all to our eighth edition of our newsletter. Its 

been another good year for TLM Management with the introduction of the security    

shredding division and the tipper lorry division. We are hoping to expand both of these 

new divisions considerably over the next twelve months. 

 

We are handling more metal, paper, cardboard, wood, glass and soils more than we have 

previously, so we are now becoming less reliant on the general waste part of the           

company. We at TLM believe that the recycling is the way forward— although the              

commodities market is very up and down at the moment.  

 

We have diversified the business is so many areas, that a slow down in one part of the    

company should not affect the rest of the business, which in turn, gives TLM more      

stability.  

 

TLM has just entered into its nineteenth year of trading and is finding the challenges 

greater than ever, so I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our staff,            

customers, and suppliers for their loyalty that they have shown to TLM over the years. 

 

I would like to finish off by congratulating Jade Bateman on     

completing her first year as a director of TLM Management.     

Well done Jade and keep up the good work!” 

 

Director’s Corner 

M A R C H  2 0 1 9  

G C A R D B O A R D 

A L P U O W O D E P 

F W A A E C R N T R 

O A L S P I S O O W 

S O I T S T O R S D 

B M V T S S C I O A 

A D O O W A E N W N 

R A H C U L A T S E 

Y R E P A P S W E N 

E L I Y G J E N M O 

Grab a cup of tea and a biscuit and sit and 

complete our crossword. Words can be      

forwards, backwards and diagonal. 

 

Words to find: 

• Cardboard 

• Glass 

• Wood 

• Iron 

• Ali 

• Newspaper 

• Plastic 

Mel Mustafa 

- Managing Director 

JOB OFFER 

TLM ARE    

HIRING!  
 

We are looking for a 

full time commercial 

tyre fitter to join our 

fitter team!  

 

2 years minimum        

experience required in 

commercial tyre fitting. 

 

 

Basildon based. Our 

vehicles cover most of 

Essex.  

 

Immediate start. 

 

For more information 

please call 01268 

527773 and speak to 

Jade/Harry or email 

your CV over to 
jade@tlmmanagement.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more job offers, follow 

the TLM Facebook page!  

@ TLMManagementLtd 

Just for fun  


